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recall  verb

Save Word

recall ( pronoun)
-
\ri-kəl \-
recalled; recalling; recalls

Definition of recall (Entry 1 of 2)

recall verb

1 : CANCEL, REVOKE

2 a : to call back
   // was recalled to active duty
   // a pitcher recalled from the minors

b : to bring back to mind
   // recalled seeing her somewhere before

c : to remind one of : RESEMBLE
   // a playwright who recall the Elizabethan dramatists

3 : RESTORE, REVIVE

recall noun

recall ( pronoun)
-
\ri-kəl \, \ri-kəl \-

Definition of recall (Entry 2 of 2)

1 : a call to return
   // a recall of workers after a layoff

2 : the right or procedure by which an official may be removed by vote of the people

3 : remembrance of what has been learned or experienced

4 : the act of revoking

5 : a public call by a manufacturer for the return of a product that may be defective or contaminated
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Name sake of the hotel, Jules Légerard had what profession?
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Other Words from recall
Verb
recallability \
recalling

Synonyms & Antonyms for recall
Synonyms: Verb
flash back (to), hark back (to), harken back (to), hearken back (to),
mind [chiefly dial.], recollect, remember, reminisce (about),
reproduce, think of

Antonyms: Verb
disremember, forget, unlearn

Choose the Right Synonym for recall
Verb
REMEMBER, RECOLLECT, RECALL, REMIND, REMINISCEmean to bring an
image or idea from the past into the mind. REMEMBER implies a
keeping in memory that may be effortless or unwilling. // remember
that day as though it were yesterday // RECOLLECT implies a bringing
back to mind what is lost or scattered. // as near as I can recall //
RECALL suggests an effort to bring back to mind and often to re-create
in speech. // can't recall the words of the song // REMIND suggests a
jogging of one’s memory by an association or similarity. // that reminds
me of a story // REMINISCEmeans a casual often nostalgic recalling
of experiences long past and gone. // old college friends like to reminisce

Examples of recall in a Sentence
Verb
// She wanted to send him a letter but couldn’t recall his address.
// I don’t recall what time they said they would be here.
// It is important to recall that not very long ago cell phones did not
exist.
Magnolia issued the beef jerky recently, including three different products in the action.
— Chris Smith, Huffpost, 14 Sep. 2022

The ones that recall a time when power was even more concentrated
— Robin Givhan, Washington Post, 13 Sep. 2022

Phrases Containing recall

total recall  beyond recall

First Known Use of recall

Verb
1565, in the meaning defined at sense 1

Noun
1611, in the meaning defined at sense 1

Learn More About recall
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Time Traveler for recall

The first known use of recall was in 1565
See more words from the same year
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More Definitions for recall

recall verb
"recall" verb
re-call |ˈrē-kōl|
recalled; recalling

Kids Definition of recall (Entry 1 of 2)
1  : to bring back to mind: REMEMBER
   // I don’t recall the address.

2  : to ask or order to come back
   // Soldiers recently sent home were recalled.

recall noun
"recall" noun
re-call |ˈrē-kōl|

Kids Definition of recall (Entry 2 of 2)
1  : the ability to remember or an instance of remembering

2  : a command to return

Medical Definition of recall
: remembrance of what has been previously learned or experienced

Other Words from recall
recall ˈrē-kōl| transitive verb

recall noun
"recall" noun
re-call |ˈrē-kōl|

Legal Definition of recall
1  : a call to return
   // a recall of workers
4  : a public call by a manufacturer for the return of a defective or especially unsafe product

**Other Words from recall**
recall  
\footnotesize{transitive verb}  

---

**More from Merriam-Webster on recall**

- English: [Translation of recall for Spanish Speakers](#)
- Britannica English: [Translation of recall for Arabic Speakers](#)
- Britannica.com: [Encyclopedia article about recall](#)

---

**Love words? Need even more definitions?**

Subscribe to America’s largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and advanced search capabilities!
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**WORDS AT PLAY**

- 'Dunderhead' and Other 'Nicer' Ways to Say Stupid
  
  As illustrated by some very smart puns

- 10 Words from Place Names
  
  Bikini, bourbon, and badminton were places first

- 'Pride': The Word That Went From Vice to Strength
  
  Do you take pride in Pride?

- When Were Words First Used?
  
  Look up any year to find out

---

**ASK THE EDITORS**

- Literally
  
  How to use a word that (literally) drives some people crazy

- 'All Intensive Purposes' or 'All Intents and Purposes'?
  
  We’re intent on clearing it up

- Lay vs. Lie
  
  Editor Emily Brewster clarifies the difference.

---

**WORD GAMES**

- Hot Mess
  
  "The public is a hot mess"